
Are we going to add a tag line?





Welcome to the 
Sun Bear Adventure 
Journals! 
Please join us for 10 exciting installments of the Sun Bear Adventure Journals where 
you will find information about sun bears, conservation issues for Asian wildlife, and 
real life entries from the field demonstrating what it’s like to work in the rainforests of 
Southeast Asia. In addition each installment includes colorful photos and information 
on groups around the globe who are helping save sun bears.

The Sun Bear Adventure Journals are a publication produced by The Emerging 
Wildlife Conservation Leaders - Saving Sun Bears Project and researchers ST Wong 
and Gabriella Fredriksson. Entries that appear from the field are provided to highlight 
the real life experiences of wildlife researchers while studying sun bears in Southeast 
Asia. ST Wong and Gabriella Fredriksson have recently received funding to continue 
their important work with sun bears: S.T. Wong will be completing a much needed 
distribution mapping project for the sun bear, and; Gabriella Fredriksson will be 
continuing her field work as well as her work with the environmental education 
facility in Kalimantan, Indonesia. This facility will serve to provide correct and 
current information for the community on the main environmental issues at stake in 
Kalimantan, Indonesia, including the continued survival of the world’s smallest and 
least studied bear – the sun bear. 



My name is Siew Te Wong, or just “Wong”. I was 

born and raised in Penang, Peninsular Malaysia. 

Since I was a first grader, I wanted to be an “animal 

expert”. Not surprisingly, I kept lo
ts of pets during 

my childhood and became a successful pet breede
r dur-

ing my teenage years. Studying abroad in Taiwan in 

1989 was a turning point in my life. Although I was 

studying animal husbandry and veterinary medicine, I 

had begun to appreciate 
wildlife even more through bird 

watching. Through my binoculars, I learned t
o appre-

ciate the beauty of wildlife and nature. Ironi
cally, I 

also witnessed poaching activit
ies, the illegal pet trade,

 

and habitat degradation.
 In 1994, I came to the Uni-

versity of Montana to pursue a bache
lor’s degree in 

Wildlife Biology. I continued with my master’s degree 

in 1998 and studied the ecology 
of Malayan sun bears 

in the rainforests of Malaysian Borneo. In 2002, I 

began my Ph.D. work, which focuses on the effects of 

logging on the survival o
f sun bears and bearded 

pigs. 

My research has revealed to me the mysterious life his-

tory of this little known bear and many ecological as-

pects of the Bornean rainforest. 
 STW



Meet the Sun Bear

One of the world’s 
rarest species of 
bear, the sun bear, is 
found in Southeast 
Asia. It is the least 
studied of the world’s 
eight bear species 
and researchers 
are working hard to 
learn more about 
its basic biology 
and distribution. 
Despite this lack of 
information, existing 
data suggests that 
the sun bear faces 
many challenges for 
its continued survival, 
including habitat 
destruction and 
overexploitation. Read 
on to discover what 
we do know about this 
amazing creature.

Diet
Sun bears are not 
picky eaters. They are 
omnivores and eat a 
varied diet including 
insects, fruit, honey, 
and occasionally 
some meat. Their 
front paws are used 
for most of their 
dining needs, and they 
have an exceptionally 
long tongue which 
helps them retrieve 
insects and honey 
from tree crevices and 
other tight places.
(continued)

Sun bear eating a durian fruit



In 1994 I travelled to Borneo to carry out fieldw
ork for my mas-

ter’s of science. Although my fieldwork focused on orangutan
s, I was lucky 

enough to have my first glimpses of wild sun bears in the forest
. I was 

strolling through the fores
t in search of orangutan 

nests when I heard loud 

racket from pieces of wood falling down from a tree. I looked up through 

my binoculars and I could see two fairly large black animals holding on to 

the huge trunk of a massive Dipterocarp tree. It took me a while to realize 

that they were sun bears! The two bears were trying to break into a
 sting-

less bees nest at some 25 meters height. It was a wonderfully exciting sight 

and they continued chewing their way through the hardwood tree trunk until 

they noticed I was standing near the base
 of the tree. One bear slid down 

the trunk at high speed a
nd, as it was my first encounter with a sun bear, I 

ran away …..zigzagging through t
he dense undergrowth, although I couldn’ t 

remember whether that was what to do if one were being chased by a be
ar 

or forest buffalo in Africa! 

When I got out of the forest aga
in I tried to look up information on 

these beautiful bears but 
I could hardly find anythi

ng. It turned out that 

nobody had yet studied w
ild sun bears anywhere in their distribution r

ange. 

After finishing my master’s degree I returned to Kalimantan in 1997 

to start the first field stud
y on sun bears - and now

 after almost 10 years 

in the field, I do not hesitate to sign u
p for another 10 years of work to 

assist with conservation of this w
onderful bear species and

 its’ rainforest 

habitat.

gmf



Who’s Helping   
Sun Bears

WildAid
WildAid is a non-profit 
organization which 
provides direct protection 
for wildlife in danger 
worldwide, including 
sun bears in Southeast 
Asia. Two projects 
which benefit sun bears 
include the Care for 
Rescued Wildlife Project 
(CRW) and the Wildlife 
Rapid Rescue Team 
(WRRT). The CRW project 
supports a government-
managed wildlife rescue 
center in Cambodia that 
is both a care facility 
and a zoological garden 
known as the Phnom 
Tamao Wildlife Rescue 
Center. The WRRT project 
was launched in 2001 
to investigate wildlife 
crimes throughout 
Cambodia. It also serves 
to educate traders and 
consumers on wildlife 
issues, provide care to 
confiscated wildlife, 
coordinate the release 
of healthy animals to 
their natural habitat, 
and maintain a database 
of wildlife crimes and 
seized wildlife.

To find out more 
information about WildAid 
visit www.wildaid.org.

© Eleanora Babij



The Sun Bear: A Good Will 
Ambassador in Indonesia
As one of the world’s leading experts on the sun bear, Gabriella Fredriksson knows the 
importance of the sun bear to the forests of South East Asia. In an unprecedented effort 
to combine conservation, environmental education, and awareness, Gabriella has started 
an environmental education and recreation facility for the residents of the Balikpapan 
Municipality in East 
Kalimantan, Indonesia. The 
Balikpapan Municipality, 
one of the largest towns in 
East Kalimantan (Indonesian 
Borneo) with approximately 
520,000 inhabitants, recently 
decided to make the sun 
bear its mascot and feature 
the bear on its’ district logo. 
Increased publicity of the 
sun bear has had a positive 
impact on conservation 
efforts and is largely due to 
on-going research projects in 
the area including projects 
conducted by Fredriksson. 
The education/recreation center is the first of its kind in the region and will provide 
local residents with information that will lead to a greater knowledge of the rich 
biodiversity in their area and why to better preserve it. 

Five sun bears confiscated from illegal captors live at the facility in a new large forested 
enclosure and serve as good will ambassadors. After the confiscations the aim was to 
raise awareness among the local populations about sun bears and their conservation 
problems, while highlighting sun bears as the municipality’s mascot. Such a new bear 
exhibit with an associated environmental education set-up is a first for Indonesia, and 
demonstrates the prevalence of the locally supported conservation momentum in the 
Balikpapan Municipality. The sun bear enclosure is the centerpiece of the facility, 
allowing visitors to see sun bears in a more natural habitat, and at the same time provide 
information on their life history, ecology and conservation challenges. Most visitors 
to the center will only have previously seen wild animals in traditional cages, often 
in deplorable conditions. It is believed that seeing the bears in a much more natural 
and positive environment will promote a greater appreciation for these fascinating and 
engaging animals, and hopefully inspire conservation action.

In addition to the sun bear enclosure, the facility aims to develop numerous interactive 
educational displays which will highlight critical conservation issues for sun bears and 
other species found in the region. This facility is truly one of a kind, and with hundreds 
of thousands of visitors per year it is sure to promote awareness and conservation in 
Indonesia and beyond.

To learn more about this facility you can email Gabriella Fredriksson at:  
gmfred@indo.net.id.



Meet the Sun Bear

Status
Sun bears are in 
steady decline across 
Southeast Asia, and 
are recognized as 
highly endangered 
under the Convention 
on the International 
Trade of Endangered 
Species (CITES). 
According to the IUCN/
SSC Bear Specialist 
Group, sun bears are 
the least studied of all 
bears, and the exact 
number left in the wild 
remains unknown. 
What is certain is 
that their numbers 
are decreasing due to 
habitat loss resulting 
from excessive logging 
and agriculture, human 
population growth, the 
pet trade, poaching for 
meat and use of sun 
bear gall bladders in 
the traditional Asian 
medicinal trade.
(continued)



It has been a crazy but productive week for a field biolo-
gist, like me, trying to trap and to radio-collar sun bears 
in the rainforest. I just came back from the forest, dirty, 
tired, and smelly after I caught and processed the third 
sun bear this week. When I began this work six years 
ago, it took me four months to capture my first sun bear. 
Now, I’ve learned enough about their habits and behavior 
to capture three bears in a week! This site must be good 
luck. We caught our first bear and called her “Pinky” 
because her entire nose was pink, which is pretty rare for 
a sun bear. She is a healthy looking female bear with a 
nice, sleek, black coat, and she weighed 28 kilograms (62 
pounds). She was very calm when we sedated her and the 
collaring and data collection went smoothly. Two days 
later, we caught “Infapro,” a huge male sun bear (by sun 
bear standards), weighing 56 kilograms (123 pounds) in 
the vicinity of Infapro Nursery, a big camp in a regen-
erating forest in our study area. “Infapro” is a frequent 
visitor to the camp at night. He looks for food in garbage 
bins and sometimes breaks into people’s kitchens. We set a 
trap one evening at the camp, and he entered the trap an 
hour later. The bear we caught today was “Burno.” He is 
another big male bear (45 kg) and acted aggressively when we approached the trap. He barked continuously. Three 



of my local assistants were totally surprised by the loud 

barks, but we managed to get the information we needed, 

and it was a good learning experience for them. 
STW

Sun bear scat



How Does Someone Study 
Sun Bears?
Sun Bears are the world’s least-known bear species. Because they are small and shy, 
and the forests they inhabit are dense, they are difficult to see and study. However, it 
is very important that we understand the basic biology of sun bears in order to protect 
them. So how do we study them? Bear researchers are experts at tracking and studying 
bears using a variety of skills and technology. Below are some of the common methods 
researchers use to study rare and hard-to-see animals, including sun bears. 

Radio telemetry 
Radio telemetry allows researchers to know where animals are, even when they can’t be 
seen or heard. In order for this method to work, a transmitter must be attached to the 
animal. For bears, the telemetry device is attached to a collar, which is placed around 
their neck. The transmitter sends a signal in the form of a radio wave. Researchers use 
a receiver that can pick up the signal, which sounds like a beep. As you get closer to the 
animal, the beeping sound gets louder. This system works just like a radio, with the 
transmitter (on the bear collar) operating like a radio station, and the receiver acting 
like your home radio. This allows researchers to track sun bear movements and get an 
idea of the size of their home-range, find sun bear sleeping and feeding sites, and study 
their activity patterns. This information helps us to understand how much forest sun 
bears need and what foods they eat, which is important for their protection.

Camera traps 
It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. A picture can also contain a lot of 
information about an animal. Researchers use camera traps to learn which species are 
found in an area, and for some species to get an idea of the population size. Camera 
traps are cameras that emit an infrared beam or detect body heat. When an animal 
crosses the beam or comes near the camera – cameras are frequently placed on animal 
trails or are “baited” by scientists – a photograph is taken. Individual bears can 
sometimes be identified in photos due to distinctive markings, or when they are being 
studied, by the presence of a radio collar. When several cameras are set up in an area, 
researchers can get an idea of the number of individuals in that area, and whether 
certain sites are more heavily used than others. These photos can also allow researchers 
to get a rough idea of the health of the individual bear.

Bear sign 
We can also learn about animals by just studying the signs they leave behind. 
Researchers studying sun bears in the field must learn to recognize sun bear signs in 
order to learn about their feeding behavior. Researchers use bear tracks, signs at feeding 
and sleeping sites, and animal scat and hair to learn more about them. Animal scat 
and hair, in particular, contain a large amount of information about an individual. 
Researchers also study bear scat to get an idea of their diets. Hair samples, as well as 
scat, can be used for genetic fingerprinting and other analyses in the lab. 

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Wildlife 
Conservation 
Society — 
Malaysia Program
Wildlife Conservation 
Society (WCS) has 
carried out a variety of 
conservation research 
activities in Malaysia, 
including broad-scale 
surveys of sun bears and 
other large mammals and 
birds, ecological studies 
of critical species, and 
research on the effect 
of new road networks 
and timber production on 
wildlife populations, all 
of which have impacted 
Malaysian government 
policy on resource 
management. In the 
future, WCS plans to 
build the capacity of 
government agencies 
and certification bodies 
to implement wildlife 
mitigation measures 
in production forests, 
address human-wildlife 
conflict, work with 
rural people to manage 
wildlife resources, and 
develop ways to monitor 
compliance with wildlife 
legislation in order to 
protect the sun bear and 
other species native to 
the region. 

To learn more about 
the WCS — Malaysia 
program visit http://www.
wcsmalaysia.org or 
contact Dr. Melvin Gumal 
at mgumal@wcs.org.



Meet the Sun Bear

Appearance
Sun bears are the 
smallest of the world’s 
eight bear species. 
On average, they are 
between 48 to 60 
inches in length and 
weigh between 60 to 
145 pounds. Due to the 
tropical environment 
in which they live, sun 
bears have short black 
hair — the shortest 
hair of all bear species. 
They also have a 
white or golden color 
around their eyes and 
muzzle, and a yellow or 
orange patch on their 
chest. The name “sun 
bear” comes from this 
marking which many 
people think resembles 
a rising or setting sun. 
Other features of a 
sun bear’s appearance 
include a short muzzle 
that houses huge 
teeth, small round 
ears, large paws with 
long, curved, pointy 
claws, and curved front 
legs. Many of the sun 
bear’s features are 
specifically adapted for 
a more tree-dwelling 
lifestyle.
(continued)

Sun bear sign in a tree



Beep……beep……beep……beep. The reassuring stable signal of the radio-col-lar (literally a radio transmitter attached to a collar) tells me that the female sun bear with her cub is still sleeping. After more than one year of trying to trap these elusive and shy bears we have finally managed to radio-collar three female sun bears. I’m sitting on a ridge in the forest and it is 3:45 am. Male Bornean gibbons have started their eerie morning calls-very different from the loud female bubbly territorial songs which start around 5 am. It is still cold in the forest and occasional rustlings nearby in the leaf-litter from invisible nocturnal mammals are keeping me awake. Once a week we follow each of the radio-collared sun bears for 24 hours to get a picture of their activity patterns, checking the signal of the radio-collar, from which we can hear whether they are active or resting, every 10 minutes. The bears seem to have a pattern much like humans here in Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo): they wake up at around 5:00 am, spend the whole morning foraging for food, have a short siesta during the midday heat, and then its back to foraging till early evening after which they usually sleep peacefully on a large log or up on a big tree branch till next morning. 

gmf

Logged southeast Asian forest



Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Wildlife 
Conservation 
Society: Laos -
Nam Ha National 
Protected Area 
Project
The continued existence 
of sun bears in Lao PDR 
is threatened largely by 
a poorly enforced ban on 
the hunting and trade of 
sun bears. One critical 
landscape for sun bears 
is the Nam Et-Phou Louey 
National Protected Area 
(NPA) in northern Lao 
on the Vietnam border, 
where the WCS Lao 
Program has been active 
since 2002, monitoring 
large mammals and 
human-carnivore conflict 
and implementing a 
training program for 
a National Protected 
Area Unit involving 
instruction in wildlife 
monitoring, enforcement, 
conservation education, 
and natural resource 
management. Over 
the next ten years, 
WCS activities will 
focus on building 
capacity in protected 
area management and 
monitoring, continued 
enforcement support, 
and wildlife research on 
key species including the 
sun bear, of which little is 
known.  

To learn more visit www.
wcs.org/international/
Asia/laos 
or contact Michael 
Hedemark or Arlyne 
Johnson at
 WCS-Lao@wcs.org.

Deforestation
Sun bears live in tropical rainforests throughout eastern India, Myanmar, possibly 
southern China, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia. 
Unfortunately, many of the forests sun bears call home are rapidly disappearing.

Increasing populations of humans mean that sun bear forests are cut down to make 
room for homes, roads, crops for food, firewood, and timber for furniture, buildings, 
and paper. Increased human populations also lead to more frequent bear-human 
interactions which can be dangerous for both the humans and the bears. 

As forests are cut down for human use, and as roads are constructed to connect these 
areas, bear habitat becomes smaller and smaller. These pockets of forest become isolated 
from each other, making it hard for sun bears to find one another or to find a peaceful 
place to raise their cubs. When forest habitat disappears hungry bears sometimes raid 
human food crops near a forest edge. Such strays out of the forest are often fatal for the 
bears.

Having uninterrupted large forest areas is important to preserving the sun bear. 
Without these areas to live, sun bears will continue to disappear. In order for sun bears 
to continue to exist in the wild, action must be taken to keep sun bear forests protected. 
Because the sun bear’s range is not well documented to date, it is difficult to decide 
exactly how much, and where, land 
should be protected with the limited 
resources available for conservation. 
Researchers, like Siew Te Wong, 
are currently working to complete 
a distribution map for the sun bear 
so that necessary habitat can be 
saved, and so that the sun bear 
continues to live in the wilds of 
Southeast Asia. 

Oil palm plantation© Eleanora Babij



“Infapro” is also known as Bear 102 in our study. As 

I mentioned earlier, he was a frequent visitor at the 

Infapro Nursery where he fed on human food, but he 

proved to be very illusive in the forest. After we fitted 

him with a radio-collar, his illusive life style was no 

longer such a mystery. Through regular surveillance, we 

now know his daily locations and movements. During 

the first month after we radio-collared him, he showed 

up at the field center where we are based. There are 

about 80 people living in this center, including research-

ers, staff and their families. Like Infapro Nursery, the 

research station is never short on food. Several times 

he was found feeding on kitchen waste near the central 

kitchen, and breaking into a refrigerator. Our 24-hour 

monitoring of all our collared bears’ activity patterns 

showed us that Infropro’s behavior was different from 

Burno or the other bears I have studied. Infrapro had 

switched his activity patterns from more diurnal (ac-

tive in the day) to nocturnal when he was visiting either 

the Danum Valley Field Center or Infapro Nursery. 

He probably did this to avoid having direct contact with 

humans. I saw him one night at the field center. He 

seemed relaxed and not too worried about human pres-

ence. As long as there was food, life was good. This 



probably explains why he became a “trap-happy” bear. 
He was been captured several times since we first col-
lared him.  He seems more relaxed than other bears dur-
ing these captures. This makes my work easier because 
we can approach him closer when we track and study 
him in the forest, but this habituation behavior could cost 
him his life if he becomes too comfortable around the 
wrong humans.    

STW    



Sun Bear Neighbors
Sun bears are not the only bear species in Asia. They share this continent with three 
other species of bears including the Asiatic black bear, the sloth bear and the panda. 
Below you will find some information on the different bear species of Asia.

Sloth Bear
Sloth bears live mostly in India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Bhutan and would likely 
never meet a sun bear, although both species are found in eastern India. These bears 
are stocky with shaggy black hair and a U- or Y-shaped white spot on their chest. 
They have hairless snouts with a long tongue. Sloth bears also have long hooked claws 
that allow them to dig for termites, 
one of their favorite foods. Sloth 
bears, which are active at night, 
will dig up a termite nest, blow 
out the dirt, and then suck out 
the termites. Sloth bears will also 
eat fruits, berries, and sometimes 
small animals. Like other bears, 
sloth bears are endangered due to 
poaching for their gall bladders, 
destruction of their forest homes, 
and capture for use in street 
shows. 

Panda Bear
Probably the best known bear 
of Asia, the panda lives to the 
north of the sun bear, only in the 
forests of China. Panda bears 
are famous for their cuddly 
black and white appearance. 
Pandas have larger heads and 
smaller legs than other bears, 
and they are specially adapted 
to eat bamboo, an exceptionally 
strong plant, through the use of their five toes and a sixth opposable thumb like digit. 
Panda bears also have vertical pupils in their eyes, like a cat. Baby pandas are so tiny 
they can fit in your hand. There are very few pandas left in the world due to poaching 
and destruction of their habitat to make space for human cities, crops and for timber. 
The small number of pandas means that it is hard for wild pandas to find one another 
to reproduce. For this reason, captive reproductive efforts in zoos are an important 
component of panda research and conservation, all in an effort to save them from 
extinction. 

Asiatic Black Bear
The Asiatic black bear is sometimes called a “moon bear” because of a patch of white/
yellow fur on its chest often in the shape of a crescent moon. Otherwise, the Asiatic 
black bear looks a lot like the common American black bear. Unlike their American 

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Kouprey Express
The Kouprey Express is 
a mobile environmental 
education unit that 
travels around Cambodia 
educating local 
school children and 
raising awareness in 
communities about the 
environment, ecology, 
local wildlife and the 
value of conserving 
native wildlife and their 
habitat. Their goal is to 
raise awareness amongst 
Cambodians of threats 
to their wildlife and 
empower conservation 
actions. The Kouprey 
Express reaches 
communities where 
access to mass media is 
limited, and therefore, 
beyond the scope of other 
conservation awareness 
programs. 

To get more information 
about the Kouprey 
Express visit http://www.
cambodianwildliferescue.
org/. Sloth bear/Tom Hartman



Meet the Sun Bear

Habitat and 
Behavior
Sun bears are found 
in Southeast Asia 
in lowland tropical 
rainforests. They 
are excellent 
climbers, and have 
developed numerous 
adaptations for this 
lifestyle, including 
the aforementioned 
small size, claws, and 
curved forelegs used 
for climbing. Sun bears 
are primarily active 
during the day and 
have the same activity 
hours as people in 
these regions, although 
in more disturbed 
areas they might 
move around more at 
night. Little is known 
about their social 
organization in the 
wild, although cubs are 
reported to remain with 
their mothers until they 
are fully grown. 
(continued)

cousin, though, the Asiatic black bear is endangered. Asiatic black bears face threats 
ranging from illegal hunting for their gall bladders to loss of their forest homes due to 
humans moving in to areas where bears used to live or find food. These bears live in 
hilly or mountainous forests and eat mostly grasses, fruits, nuts, honey, and insects, but 
also will eat meat. Asiatic bears live in many of the same areas as sun bears. Both sun 
and Asiatic black bears live in countries like Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and 
Thailand. However, the Asiatic black bear has a much larger distribution than the sun 
bear, including China, Japan, Russia, India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. 

Asiatic black bear/Tom Hartman



One sunny morning, about a month after we caught the first wild fe-

male sun bear, I came across one of my assistants on a ridge in 
the forest. 

He made me listen to the radio-signal of the female we called ‘Bibi’ . It 

seemed that the collar had switched to ‘mortality mode’, which happens if 

the collar has not moved for more than 4 hours. My thoughts were that the 

sun bear had probably dro
pped the radio collar as it

 had been put loosely 

around her neck because s
he was rather skinny when we caught her. I went 

off in search of the collar 
which led me to a swamp not far from our camp-

site. Swamps in the forest here are n
ot great fun as they are fu

ll of spiny 

rattans and other prickly c
limbers. I finally pinpointed the sign

al which was 

coming from a dense rattan thicket but
 I needed to climb over a log to enter 

it. I noticed something with a white colour lying there. M
y first thoughts 

were that it was a large rice bag and th
at someone had killed the bear a

nd 

stashed it under the thicke
t but after a closer look I

 noticed that the white 

colour were the distended scales of
 the underside of a snake 

- and only then 

did I see that it was actually a huge python
 lying there curled up! It took 

a couple of seconds before
 I realized that the radio-collar must be inside 

the python, meaning that the adult sun 
bear female was swallowed whole by 

the snake! The python had a huge bul
ge in its middle and when I put my 

radio antenna next to the 
bulge in the snake it becam

e clear that indeed the 

bear was inside there. I called my assistants on the radio t
o come and have 

a look. Perhaps a bad idea because
 after seeing the size of th

e snake and 

realizing that it could obvi
ously easily swallow one of them, my assistants 

then refused to enter the f
orest alone at night for ou

r bear activity studies 

and I was left to do all night work alone!

gmf



The Sun Bear: A Small Bear 
with a Big Role
Despite being the world’s smallest bear, the sun bear has had a large impact on 
conservation efforts from the United States to South East Asia, for good reason. Besides 
being charismatic, this little bear plays a major role in the biodiversity and the ecology 
of forests in South East Asia.

Sun bears are opportunistic omnivores. They have been reported to eat termites, ants, 
beetle grubs, fruits, nests of wild bees, and occasionally carrion. In certain regions, sun 
bears have the important role of seed dispersal agents. Seeds of several large-seeded fruit 
species (like the smelly durian and large jackfruits) are swallowed entirely by the bears 
and pass through the bear’s digestive system unharmed. They are defecated away from 
the parent tree with a pile of fertilizer, a critical piece in the regeneration cycle of these 
forests as few other species can disperse these large seeds so effectively. Additionally, the 
repopulation of plants to the forest is important for the survival of sun bears as they rely 
on trees for food and shelter; however, these trees are also critical to the survival of other 
species which share the forests with sun bears — such species include primates, bearded 
pigs, hornbills, and humans. 

With the lowland forests of South East Asia disappearing due to agricultural activities, 
development, and industry, sun bears habitat is shrinking daily. With time it will 
become increasing difficult for these bears to fulfill their ecological role which 
could result in wide spread negative impacts on the biodiversity of South East Asia 
– sometimes called an ecological “cascade effect.” 

Although the challenges to sun bears may seem daunting, scientists such as Gabriella 
and Wong are working hard to help the sun bear survive in the wild, and creating 
solutions for dealing with the many threats to sun bears.

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Conservation 
International – 
Cambodia
Conservation 
International’s 
Cambodia Program is 
doing research in the 
Cardamom Mountains in 
southwest Cambodia to 
gather information on 
the status and threats 
to the Malayan sun bear 
and Asiatic black bear 
found in these areas. 
The program uses a 
variety of methods, 
including camera 
trapping, transect 
walks, and interviews 
with local people, to try 
and establish baseline 
information on bears 
to guide organizations 
and government on 
conservation action. 

To get more information 
on this project contact 
Research Manager 
Annette Olssen at 
aolsson@conservation.
org.



About a week ago, the weather patterns in the field 
changed without warning. The typical sunny morning, 
warm afternoon and the three o’clock afternoon shower 
were replaced with thick and dark clouds. It’s been rain-
ing pretty much all day and night without any sign of 
sunny weather. The rain sometimes sprinkles, sometimes 
pours, and sometimes it pours with lightning. Working 
in the field under these conditions isn’t fun. Everything 
is soaking wet and cold (even in the tropics). Our track-
ing efforts were delayed because of concerns that the rain 
could destroy our radio-tracking equipment. After three 
days of continuous rain, the Segama River rose to an 
alarming level and the big hanging bridge that we use 
to cross the river seems very fragile under the swift cur-
rent. Hundreds of landslides, mudslides, and tree falls 
of various sizes were seen along the main road to the field 
center. Many bridges and portions of the roads were 
washed away. The most serious damage of this rain oc-
curred when the mighty Bole River Bridge collapsed and 
washed away. It left a 60 meter (197 feet) wide gap on 
the road with muddy river water running over it. The road 
is the only route from the field center to Lahad Datu, the 
town where we buy our food, supplies, and fuel. Now it is 
gone. Life is going to be even harder in the near future as 
the reconstruction of Bole River Bridge is going to take 
months.                       JTW             



Meet the Sun Bear

Distribution
Sun bears are 
distributed in 
Southeast Asia 
from eastern India, 
Myanmar, Thailand, 
Laos, Cambodia, 
Vietnam, peninsular 
Malaysia, on the 
islands of Sumatra 
and Borneo, and 
possibly in southern 
China. However, their 
entire range is not 
well-documented 
and researchers are 
currently working 
to learn more about 
where they can be 
found.
Sun bears are 
classified by 
wildlife scientists 
as endangered. It is 
unknown how many 
are left in the wild, as 
their secretive nature 
makes them hard 
to study; however, 
it is known that sun 
bear populations are 
dwindling. Habitat loss 
and fragmentation 
resulting from logging 
and farming, poaching, 
and the pet trade are 
the major threats 
facing sun bears today. 



The American Zoo and 
Aquarium Association’s 
Species Survival Plan® 
Program: Conservation and 
Science Working Together
Have you ever wondered how zoo professionals keep track of so many animals? How do 
they decide which animals should be paired, and how do such decisions effect both zoo 
and wild populations? Managing the genetic and demographic information within a zoo 
is a critically important job that creates sustainable captive populations. Having such 
populations makes it possible to maintain breeding programs for selected wildlife as a 
safeguard against extinction in the wild – particularly as many animals that are housed 
within zoos today are already either considered endangered or threatened.

What does it mean to be endangered versus threatened? Usually, an endangered species 
is described as an organism in danger of disappearing from the earth if its situation 
is not improved, while those species that may soon become endangered are called 
threatened. 

Zoos accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) are committed to the 
highest standards in animal care, ethics, conservation, and education. Such zoos and 
aquariums can be found across North America. The AZA is a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to the advancement of zoos and aquariums in the areas of conservation, 
education, science, and recreation. 

2006 AZA Conference



The “Species Survival Plan” (SSP®) program is an example of an AZA program that 
embodies the AZA’s vision of excellence in animal care and welfare, conservation, 
education, and research. The mission of the SSPs is to help ensure the survival of 
selected wildlife species through captive breeding efforts in order to maintain a healthy 
and sustainable population that is both genetically diverse and demographically stable. 
Sun bears are part of this program. The SSP for the sun bear is just 1 of 111 SSPs the 
AZA currently administers. 

Sun bears are one of the rarest bears in the world and a charismatic species which serves 
an important ecological role, making them a natural fit for the SSP program. Captive 
sun bear populations which are part of the SSP provide critical genetic material and 
assist in increasing public awareness of wildlife conservation issues. A fundamental 
component to the success of any SSP is the maintenance of a “studbook”. Studbooks 
contain the records of entire managed populations. For example, in the sun bear 
studbook you would find current and historical information about births, deaths, 
transfers, and family lineages of captive sun bear populations in zoos across North 
America. Through careful analysis of a species’ studbook, veterinarians, biologists, and 
other zoo professionals can make sound breeding recommendations based on genetics 
and the demographics of a given species. 

Beyond the maintenance of genetic material and critical record keeping, SSPs 
participate in a variety of cooperative conservation activities such as research, public 
education, reintroduction, and field projects. While reintroduction efforts are not 
always a sound or feasible option for all species, the SSP program strives to preserve 
habitat and educate local populations about topical conservation issues.

The AZA’s species survival programs have had tremendous success over the past 20 
years worldwide — proving that science and conservation are a winning team. If you 
would like to know more about the AZA, SSPs or sun bear conservation you can visit 
(www.aza.org).

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

AZA Bear Taxon 
Advisory Group
The AZA’s Bear 
Taxon Advisory Group 
(TAG) supports the 
conservation of bears 
around the world through 
captive management, 
conservation education, 
active engagement in in 
situ management and 
conservation programs, 
and advocacy for bears, 
both captive and wild.  
The Bear TAG is made 
up of zoo professionals 
and other individuals who 
have special expertise 
in conservation and 
management of ex-
situ and in-situ bear 
populations, and looks 
to the special needs 
and conservation issues 
involving all eight bear 
species.  

For more information visit 
www.bearden.org



Camp Djamal….camp Djamal…., the radio crackles early in the morning. 
One of my assistants calls the camp in the forest from the village at the edge 
of the Sungai Wain reserve where I have carried out much of my sun bear 
research. There seems to be trouble with some bears raiding a garden near 
the western edge of the forest so I head out of the forest to see how we can 
help. In 1997-98 much of the islands of Sumatra and Borneo were set 
on fire during a strong El Niño event, and millions of hectares of prime sun 
bear habitat burned down. Displaced sun bears started raiding gardens close 
to the forest edges….leading to serious conflict with poor farmers, who put out 
snares and poisons to protect their crops and orchards. When we finally reach the remote garden of the farmer, he shows us 

the bear damage: two large coconut trees have their growth-shoots eaten by 
sun bears. This damage frequently kills the coconut trees. The sun bear has 
also made a nest up in a fruit tree where it seems it spent some time feed-
ing on nice ripe rambutan fruits, judging from two seed filled scats near the 
tree. Because I study bears in the forest the farmer argues that I should 
compensate him for his losses…. instead we agree to assist him with protecting 
his remaining coconut trees with metal sheets, making it difficult for a bear to 
climb the tree. Fortunately the bear does not show itself again but our work 
on reducing conflicts between humans and sun bears at the forest edge has 
just started.

gmf



Threats to Bears
A variety of interactions, both good and bad, have taken place between bears and 
humans for many years. Although it is possible for bears and humans to coexist 
peacefully, a growing threat to all bear species, including the sun bear, is conflict 
between humans and bears. Combined with other existing threats such as habitat loss 
and fragmentation, poaching, and the wildlife trade, sun 
bears are facing significant 
challenges to their 
survival. 

Six of the eight bear 
species in the world 
are decreasing in 
numbers and range 
while the human 
population and its 
resource demands are 
increasing. Humans 
and bears often prefer 
similar habitats such 
as forests and valley 
floors which have fertile 
soils. These habitats are 
highly valued by humans for timber production, agriculture, and human settlement. 
As human populations continue to grow, more and more of this habitat is lost; Forests 
are converted into agricultural fields, grazing pastures, and human developments 
or they are logged to produce timber for various industries. Even if habitat is not 
destroyed, in many cases suitable habitat becomes so rare it is only found in isolated 
patches. Since bears have fairly large ranges, in order for them to find enough food 
and shelter when ideal habitat is lacking, they are forced to venture into land used or 
inhabited by humans. This is when deadly encounters can occur. In order to survive, 
bears will try to find food in trash cans or eat crops or livestock found on converted 
land, putting them at risk of encountering humans. These interactions usually end 
badly for the bears. To prevent interactions like this from occurring, programs 
are being developed and implemented to try and stop bears from encroaching on 
developed land, but with more forest disappearing every minute this will not be easy. 

In addition to human/bear conflict, bear losses occur from poaching and wildlife 
trade. Bears are sometimes used as a source of food, and in many countries bear paw 
soup and other dishes made with bear meat are considered delicacies. Bears, especially 
Asian species, are also hunted for their gall bladders. Gall bladders store bile which is 
sometimes prescribed as an ingredient in traditional medicine. In addition to being 
hunted for bile, many bears are also captured, kept alive, and “farmed” so their bile 
can be taken continuously as it is generated throughout their life. Asian bears are also 
sometimes taken from the wild and kept as “dancing” bears for entertainment. To 
combat these threats, additional laws and enforcement of these laws must be enacted in 
bear range and consumer countries to stop poaching and curb the illegal wildlife trade. 

The future of bear populations relies not so much on management of bears but on 
the management of humans. Human actions and policies can play a large role in the 
survival and conservation of bear species. A balance must be reached between bear and 
human needs so that these two species can coexist peacefully. 

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Wildlife 
Conservation 
Society – 
Cambodia: 
Seima Biodiversity 
Conservation Area
Wildlife Conservation 
Society (WCS) Cambodia 
is successfully 
conserving one of 
the most important 
landscapes for 
the sun bear in 
Indochina. Through the 
strengthening of 
law enforcement, 
the reduction of 
illegal hunting, strong 
relationships with the 
indigenous communities 
and a sophisticated 
monitoring program, the 
project is helping secure 
the future of the sun bear 
and many other species 
of global conservation 
significance. The rich 
forests of Mondulkiri 
provide ideal conditions 
for what is now thought 
to be a growing 
population, recovering 
after years of hunting and 
habitat loss. 

To learn more visit 
http://www.wcs.org/
international/Asia/
Cambodia/
seimabiodiversity or 
contact Joe Walston at 
jwalston@wcs.org.

American black bear digging through trash/Gary Goff



A recent genetic study on Borneo’s elephants sug-
gested that the elephants found in northern Borneo are 
an indigenous population that can be traced back to 
the Pleistocene Era. They have now been given a new 
name- Bornean pygmy elephants, and receive the high-
est priority for Asian elephant conservation. In our 
study area, a few family groups of up to several hun-
dred individuals of these elephants roam freely. They 
are common residents at the site, and seeing one of these 
forest giants (despite their “pygmy” status) is not un-
common. I respect these animals and enjoy seeing them 
from a distance in my vehicle. However, as a field biol-
ogist, they are (as well as their fresh foot prints, dung, 
and feeding signs) the last things I want to encounter 
when I am working in the field, especially when I am 
trapping animals, such as sun bears. They are strong; 
they can easily push down a good-sized tree and destroy 
anything that comes across their path, and they don’t 
like any objects in the forest that are not natural. A 
bear trap made of metal and painted in blue in the for-
est is not natural. Neither is a camera trap with plas-
tic casing, or a white 4x4 truck. Today I found there 
was a herd of elephants roaming in the vicinity of my 
trap sites. Elephant dung and footprints lead me to two 
of my trap sites. The unexpected costs of the elephant 



visits are often high, but luckily this time they caused 

only minimal damage to the two animal traps and 

a camera. These damages are repairable. Six years 

ago I lost three bear traps completely and received 

major damage to the body of my truck due to elephant 

damage. Pygmy elephants, anyone? No thanks for me! 

STW
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Wildlife of Southeast Asia
Sun bears make their home in the tropical rainforests of Southeast Asia.  These forests 
are extremely rich in plant and animal species and sun bears share these forests with 
many other unique animals, some of which are also endangered.  Because of shared 
habitat, protecting sun bear habitat will also conserve many other animals.  Here are a 
few animals that share the rainforest with sun bears.

Orangutan  
Orangutans are the only great ape found in Southeast Asia, and they are the most 
arboreal (tree-living) of all the great apes.  The name orangutan is derived from the 
words orang (which means person) and hutan (which means forest) – literally a “forest 
person”.  These highly intelligent apes are found on the islands of Sumatra and Borneo 
in tropical rainforests where sun bears are also found.  

Sumatran Rhinoceros
This rare species is considered to be one of the most endangered of all the rhinos.  
Sumatran rhinos are browsers like the other rhino species, which means they feed on 
a variety of plant species.  Sumatran rhinos are the smallest of existing rhino species, 
and their body is sparsely covered with long hairs.  They prefer subtropical and 
tropical dry forests for their habitat, and are severely threatened by habitat loss, human 
encroachment, and poaching.

Asian Elephant  
How do you find an elephant in a rainforest?  It’s harder than you would think!  The 
Asian elephants found in the rainforests where sun bears live are relatively small and 
hard to see.  They feed on a variety of plant species in the forest, and their presence is 
often only known via their footprints and very large scat.

Tiger  
Sun bears share much of their rainforest habitat with a much larger carnivore – the 
tiger.  Tigers need expansive tracts of rainforest that support enough prey animals for 
them to hunt and survive.  Two subspecies of tiger overlap in range with sun bears: the 
Indochinese and the Sumatran tiger.

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

Emerging Wildlife 
Conservation 
Leaders (EWCL) 
EWCL is a collaborative 
initiative that mentors 
and trains up-and-coming 
wildlife conservationists, 
and in return, the 
participants select and 
implement conservation 
projects assisting 
international wildlife 
species. The 2005-2006 
EWCL class picked 
Southeast Asian bears as 
their targeted species, 
and have implemented 
the following projects 
to help these animals:  
1) Conducting a 
literature analysis 
that will inform the 
policy debate regarding 
the conservation 
ramifications of bear 
bile farming on wild 
populations; 2) Creating 
and translating sun 
(continued)
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Hornbills 
Many unique bird species are found in the rainforests where sun bears live.  They 
include 16 species of hornbills.  Hornbills feed primarily on the fruits of rainforest 
trees and nest in tree cavities.  During nesting, the female hornbill is sealed inside the 
nest cavity and sheds her flight feathers.  The male, and for some species offspring 
from previous years, are responsible for feeding the female and nestlings until they are 
ready to emerge from the nest.    

Reptiles and Amphibians  
The rainforests of Southeast Asia are home to many interesting reptiles and 
amphibians including large monitor lizards called biawaks, flying lizards, pythons, 
cobras, pit-vipers, and large tortoises.  These forests also contain over 100 species of 
amphibians, many of which spend much of their lives in the trees.

Invertebrates 
Although hundreds of mammal, bird, reptile, and amphibian species share their 
homes with sun bears, the vast majority of species in the rainforest are invertebrates.  
These include many interesting creatures such as large centipedes, millipedes, spiders, 
ants, termites, and beetles.  Perhaps the most charismatic insects in these forests are 
the butterflies, including nymphs and birdwing butterflies that fly fast through the 
forest like birds.  And perhaps the least popular invertebrate with researchers are 
leeches.  Although they are mainly harmless, leech bites can be very itchy and can 
bleed for hours.  To protect themselves from these little parasites, researchers wear 
long, thick socks to keep leeches off their legs. 

bear and sloth bear 
education-conservation 
posters for distribution 
in bear range states; 3) 
Partnering with the World 
Society for Protection of 
Animals to survey U.S. 
traditional medicine 
practitioners about 
acceptable alternatives 
to bear bile use — the 
results of which will be 
distributed in bear bile 
consumer nations in 
order to encourage the 
use of alternatives; and 
4) Raising money for sun 
bear specialists Gabriella 
Fredriksson and S.T. 
Wong to determine the 
distribution of sun bears 
in Malaysia, and assist in 
creating a Malayan Sun 
Bear Education Center 
in Indonesia, as well as 
creating the “Sun Bear 
Adventure Journal” 
which promotes sun bear 
education and awareness 
and will be distributed in 
the U.S. and Southeast 
Asia.  

For more information 
on EWCL, contact Jeff 
Flocken at Jeff_Flocken@
fws.gov. 

Hornbill © Eleanora Babij
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It has been a hot day in the forest with no rain for the last couple of days. The birds are silent and even the loud cicadas seem to have taken a break. There is little fruit around in the forest as the large mast-fruiting season, which occurs once ev-ery couple of years, ended several months ago. The sun bears are now mainly feed-ing on insects, especially termites, ants and beetle larvae. I need to get new supplies for the camp and am heading out of the forest along a ridge path. All of a sudden I hear the sound of a sun bear breaking into a termite nest….and behind a log, only a few meters from the path, there is a sun bear sitting on the ground with a newly dug up termite nest. I quickly hide behind a tree, hoping it will not notice me. It is a beautiful bear with shiny fur and a long body. It digs up several other nests, breaks them open with its’ long claws and licks up the larvae with its’ long tongue. Sun bears are picky eaters: if there are not enough larvae in the nest they will not bother break-ing into it. Because much of their food is small, sun bears are extremely active and forage all day long in order to find enough food. They lumber through the forest smelling the forest floor, dead wood and decaying logs for any signs of interesting insects. A sun bear can break into more than 100 termite nests per day-and as these nests are difficult to open up, stunning ground birds like the ground cuckoo or crested partridges sometimes follow the bears around and benefit from their termite left-overs. 
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Sun Bear Expert 
Cheryl Frederick
There are opportunities to help sun bears no matter where in the world you live. For 
example, Cheryl Frederick is chair of the sun bear Species Survival Plan (SSP) and is a 
bear keeper at the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, Washington.  She has a Bachelor’s 
degree in Animal Behavior, MS in Biology and is currently pursuing her Ph.D focusing 
on the reproductive biology and behavior of sun bears. Before working with sun bears, 
Cheryl’s background was in primates, including studying the reproductive biology and 
behavior of the potto — a prosimian. After working with both sun bears and primates 
she discovered they have a lot in common including their dexterity, ability to climb and 
find food in trees, and high levels of intelligence.  

As chair of the sun bear SSP Cheryl works to create relationships with field researchers 
to help promote conservation and to assist in captive sun bear programs throughout the 
U.S.  Her duties in this position focus on four main goals:  To improve captive breeding 
programs for Bornean sun bears (all individual sun bears in the U.S. are from the island 
of Borneo and most are casualties of the illegal pet trade) by improving the welfare of 
these individuals and stimulating them to engage in behaviors exhibited in the wild;  
To use sun bears to help educate people about the many conservation issues facing 
wildlife in Southeast Asia;  To study sun bears in captivity to discover more about their 
reproductive biology to assist captive breeding programs, and;  To promote sun bear 
conservation in the wild by supporting fundraising efforts and sharing information 
with rehabilitation centers, zoos, and researchers working  in SE Asia.

In addition to working for the sun bear SSP, Cheryl also is the bear keeper for the 
Woodland Park Zoo. She cares for the sun bears housed at the zoo where her duties 
range from preparing their food and cleaning their dens to conducting training sessions 
and developing enrichment tools to keep the captive bears’ minds busy and to work 
their fine motor skills. 

Through her work, Cheryl is helping to 
protect and conserve sun bears both 
in captivity and in the wild. Cheryl 
and the sun bear SSP are working 
locally and beyond to assist in basic 
research, education, and awareness, 
in hopes to improve the chances of 
long-term sun bear survival.

Who’s Helping 
Sun Bears

U.S. Organizations
U.S. zoos and institutions 
that exhibit sun bears 
or other wildlife can 
play an important role in 
conserving bear species. 
Not only can they 
participate in outreach 
campaigns such as 
National Bear Awareness 
Week, and provide bear 
conservation information 
to visitors, but they 
can also contribute 
to field conservation 
efforts by supplying 
expertise, information or 
resources, and directly 
supporting on-the-
ground conservation with 
financial assistance. 
Institutions like the 
Little Rock, Oregon, 
and Oakland Zoos have 
all made donations to 
support the field work 
of Gabriella Fredriksson 
and S.T. Wong. And other 
organizations, such as 
Disney’s Animal Kingdom 
and SeaWorld-Busch 
Gardens have made 
significant contributions 
to Gabriella and Wongs’ 
efforts through their 
wildlife grant programs. 



The fate of sun bears depends on whether or not we succeed in convincing local governments in protecting some of their beautiful forests, but also to enforce the laws that are supposed to protect the bears in each country. Fortunately, after having spent 10 years in the field I have seen some positive developments where local communities have become enthusiastic about sun bear protection; although in many places the demise is still ongoing. With the help of committed individuals, both within and outside Southeast Asia, we can only hope that we can safeguard the future of these fascinating bears and their forest habitats.
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Emerging Wildlife 
Conservation Leaders
EWCL is a collaborative project between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Defenders of Wildlife, and the Howard Gilman Foundation in 
which 20 young conservation professionals from various organizations 
are selected for a two-year program of leadership skills training and 
mentorship, and in return the leaders are charged with creating and 
implementing a wildlife effort to help an imperiled species. 

Unless otherwise stated, photographs courtesy of Gabriella Fredriksson, S.T. Wong, and EWCL.




